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LEVELS 1A – 3

Texas Bien dit! is designed to
help your students demonstrate
proficiency in French—to
communicate meaningfully and
productively in real-world situations.
Supporting Languages Other Than
English TEKS and college and career
readiness standards, Texas Bien dit!
features performance-based
materials that help your students
practice and master the modes of
communication—Interpersonal
Communication, Interpretive
Communication, and Presentational
Communication.
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More irregular adjectives

Remarkable Culture

1. Some adjectives like cool (cool), chic, orange, and marron are

Texas Bien dit! takes students on an exciting journey through the
diverse French-speaking world with location-based units and culture
woven throughout instruction.

2. The adjectives beau (beautiful), nouveau (new), and vieux (old) are
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invariable. They never change form.

Les profs sont cool.
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Le Nord
du Québec

Chapitres 3 et 4

Wildlife, like the
caribous and
moose, have
adapted to the
conditions of this
harsh landscape.

Géoculture introduces
students to a new country
with connections to
geography, art, architecture,
food, and celebration.

La Gaspésie

The eastern tip of the Gaspe Peninsula is known for its
enormous limestone rock formation, le Rocher Percé.

Les aurores boréales

La province de Québec
Groenland

In July, you can enjoy the remarkable phenomenon of the
northern lights from the Mount Cosmos Observatory, south
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Ontario

Interpretive
Communication

Montréal

Montréal
Le Saint-Laurent

ÉTATS-UNIS ÉTATS-UNIS

«Je me souviens»
(I remember) is the
official motto of Québec.
It can be seen on automobiles all over Québec,
as the official license
plate proudly displays
the motto. Though
Quebeckers are not
quite sure about what
they are to remember,
most agree that it is to
remember their historical
French roots.
Does your state have a
motto? If so, what does it
mean? Is the state motto
on your family car’s
license plate?
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Quebec, Canada’s largest
province, is four times the
size of California but nearly
half of its inhabitants live
on less than 1% of the total
land area.

Flash
culture

You can see a great variety of large
sea mammals like whales, dolphins,
and sea lions in this river.

Géo-quiz

Which is the largest French-speaking
city in the world? In Canada?
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Culture appliquée
introduces students to a
topic and then provides
a hands-on activity.
Recherches invites
students to expand their
knowledge through
independent research.

Culture

Online Practice

En famille
Le blason familial

Culture

Culture engages students
while they learn more
about cultural products
and practices in the
French-speaking world.

irregular.
They
also come before the nouns they describe.
Flash
culture
appears
periodically
throughout
MASCULINE
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FEMININE
FEMININE
each
chapter and
provides Plural
Singular
Singular
Singular
Plural
(before a specific
(before
information
to the
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a
vowel)
chapter theme or location.

beau

bel

beaux

belle

belles

nouveau

nouvel

nouveaux

nouvelle

nouvelles

vieux

vieil

vieux

vieille

vieilles

Mme Boursier a une belle voiture.
Alain a de vieux posters.
Vocabulaire et grammaire, p. 30
Cahier d’activités, pp. 21–23

86

quatre-vingt-six

Online
Workbooks

Les copains d’Emmanuel
Lisons Some of Emmanuel’s instant messages are jumbled.
Can you figure out what he’s saying about his classmates?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

73

La mère de Mathieu est très chic.

Patricia a…
Thomas a un…
Corinne et Emma…
Caroline est une…
Guillaume et Paul sont…
Alexandre a une…

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

vieille télévision.
beaux.
de beaux yeux.
nouvel ordinateur.
belle fille.
ont les yeux marron.

Chapitre 3

•

Comment est ta famille?

Ton blason
Materials:
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ET TOI?

Your city’s coat of arms

FYI French offers links to
culturally authentic websites
with thematic connections
to Bien dit!.

News and Networking provides access to high-interest
articles and cultural videos that are updated throughout the
school year. Students have a monitored space where they can
add and view comments from students around the world.

Comparaisons challenges students to compare
the culture studied with their own.
4

Communauté asks students to think critically
about their own community.
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Relevant Instruction
Multiple opportunities to review content help students
build language proficiency.

Online Practice

écriture

Lecture et écriture

S T R A T É G I E pour lire

Toute la famille

Grammar Tutor helps
students grasp French
grammar concepts
by relating them to
the same concepts
in English.

de Pierre Lozère

Lecture et écriture
provides students
with readings from
a variety of texts—
from informational
to literary.

blonde
mince

maman
S T R A T É G I E pour écrire

intelligente

Portrait de famille
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Espace écriture
provides students
with strategies to
apply in writing
practice.
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Online Assessment
my.hrw.com
Cumulative Self-test

Révisions cumulatives

Listen as Isabelle and Pauline talk about their families and
decide who’s talking: a) Isabelle or b) Pauline.

Your family is being considered for a reality show. The staff
wants to know everything about your family so they can decide
if you’d be right for the show. Work with a classmate to create
a conversation in which a staff member interviews you about
your family: how many of you there are, each person’s age, a
description, and what each person likes and dislikes.
Look at the painting and write a short narrative, in French, about
this family. Imagine who the different family members are and
describe them in detail. Then, discuss what you think the family
is celebrating. How do you know?

La famille d’Isabelle

La famille de Pauline

EN DIRECT DES REFUGES

Vocabulaire introduces vocabulary with
thematic photos and video. Interactive
Whiteboard Activities are also available.

César
Beau chien noir et marron de 6 ans. Yeux marron. Je ne
peux pas le garder parce que mon père est allergique.
Idéal pour famille avec enfants ou chats. Sociable, docile,
très intelligent. Déjà vacciné. Il adore jouer à la balle.
Contacter Lise Girard au 418-555-4625.

Un minou adorable!
Chaton gris et blanc aux yeux bleus. 3 mois.
Petit, gentil, très mignon, un peu timide. Déjà
vacciné. Aime beaucoup les enfants. Si vous
voulez l’adopter, téléphonez à
Guy Brassard au 418-555-1359.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

108

cent huit
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TEKS

Presentational
Communication

Grammaire presentations
feature color coding, graphics,
highlighting, and video to
emphasize the important points.
6

Massicotte, Edmond-Joseph. Le Traditionnel Gâteau des Rois, 1926. Lithograph. 20.8 x 31 cm.
Musée national des beaux-arts du Québec. 69.402.

You’re thinking about getting a pet. Read these advertisements,
and then answer the questions that follow with: a) the cat,
b) the dog, or c) both.

Révisions cumulatives after
every chapter offers students
an opportunity to re-examine
the concepts they have
learned up to that point.

Le traditionnel gâteau des Rois d’Edmond-Joseph Massicotte

Imagine that you’re shooting a short film at school and you’re
looking for talent. Write ads describing what kind of people
you’re looking for (man, woman, boy, girl, tall, etc.) Don’t forget
to mention if you’re looking for specific personality traits.

Which pet likes children?
Which pet is shy?
Which pet likes to chase balls?
Which pet is smart?
Which pet has blue eyes?
Which pet needs a new home because of a family
member’s allergies?
Chapitres 1–3

Les nouveaux voisins A new family has moved into your
neighborhood, and you notice they have a son about your age. First, introduce
yourself and find out about the son’s likes and dislikes. Then, ask about his
family members. Act out your conversation for the class.

Révisions cumulatives
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HMH French Vocabulary App provides
an engaging flashcard interface. Includes
progress tracking and native-speaker audio
that can be slowed down.
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mmaire 1

7. Gilbert / marrant
8. Vous / gentils

3. Nous / généreuses
4. Annick et Laure /
pénibles

Relevant Instruction
On est tous différents!
1.2
Écrivons Mélodie is an artist, and she likes drawing her
friends. Write two sentences to describe each of her friends,
including physical descriptions as well as personality traits.

pénibles.
5. Tu es sympathique.
6. Nous sommes intelligents.
7. Gilbert est marrant.
8. Vous êtes gentils.

Possible
Answers

1. Simon a les cheveux blonds. Il est
très créatif.
2. Éléa est grande et mince. Elle est
gentille aussi!
3. Marius a les cheveux courts et
bruns et les yeux noirs. Il est timide.
DO NOT EDIT--Changes
mustbrun.
be made
through “File info”
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Il est
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et sérieux.

Differentiation in Texas Bien dit! goes beyond the Student Edition
and is built into print and digital components.
DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info”
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• the verb être

2. Éléa
• adjective agreement

3. Marius

À l’école

1.2
Parlons Florence always says good things about everyone.
What would she say about the following people?

4. Bernard

être (to be)

il/elle/on est

nous sommes
vous êtes
z

ils/elles sont

f108se_c03gr1004

Je ne suis pas très sportive.

Est-ce qu’ils sont marrants?

Vocabulaire et grammaire, pp. 28–29
Cahier d’activités, pp. 21–23

Online
Workbooks

Dans la classe de français

1.2
Lisons Complète les phrases avec la forme appropriée du verbe être.

There are
only about
400
MODÈLE Elle
aime
beaucoup
different last names of

La province de Québec

The most common ones
are Tremblay and Roy.
Other common last names
are: Gagnon, Gauthier,
Charbonneau, Lalonde
and Lapointe. The lack of
diversity in last names is
made up by the variety
of first names, with some
old-fashioned French ones
like Ovide, Adélard or
Delima. In Quebec, a child
may often be given the
mother’s maiden name
as a first name.

MODÈLE
Marie est timide.
Claude est blond.
1. Simon
2. Éléa
M. Dupont est intelligent.

1. Je (es / suis) sympathique.
nager
et jouer
2. Le professeur
(est au
/ es) base-ball.
créatif.
3. Les élèves (sommes / sont) intelligents.
4. Marine et Jacques (êtes / sont) pénibles.
5. Mes amis et moi, nous (sont / sommes) gentils.
6. Et vous, mademoiselle Leclerc, vous (êtes / est) géniale!

quatre-vingt-trois
1.2
Lisons/Parlons Danielle is describing herself and her classmates to
a pen pal. Complete her note with the correct forms of the verb être.
Mes copains

83

Opinions personnelles

SLOWER PACE LEARNERS

Ma copine Juliette et moi, nous 1
brunes. Juliette 2
petite, mais moi, je 3
grande. Elle
4
mince et elle
5
très intelligente. Et Julien et Pierre? Ils 6 bruns
aussi. Pierre 7 génial! Julien 8 un peu timide, mais il
9
super-cool! Et toi? Tu 10 comment?

SPECIAL LEARNING NEEDS 18/02/16
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01/30/06
dtrevino

La province de Québec

3. Marius

Pair Activity:
Interpretive

Have partners take turns using
être and the new adjectives to
describe three people they know.
One partner describes a person
while the other writes down what
he or she says. Have partners
switch roles. Then, have them
either turn in their written work
or correct it together.

1.3

3:36 AM

aime
les fêtes

étudier
n’aime pas

dessiner
nager

le chocolat
parler

MODÈLE
Marie est timide.
Claude est blond.
M. Dupont est intelligent.

MODÈLE Elle aime beaucoup nager et jouer au base-ball.

Elle est sportive.

1.2
La province de Québec

quatre-vingt-trois

83

Differentiated Instruction
SLOWER PACE LEARNERS

SPECIAL LEARNING NEEDS 18/02/16

1_WNLFSE861336_C03gr1.indd 83

As a class, brainstorm adjectives that
describe the people shown in the pictures. To
help students with adjective agreement, write
their suggestions in two columns on the board,
one column for masculine forms and the other
for feminine forms. Keep the suggestions on the
board for students to use as a reference while
they write their sentences.

quatre-vingt-trois

83

3:36 AM

Students with Learning Disabilities Use
these techniques to help students memorize
irregular verb forms. Have students create note
cards with the verb form on one card and the
subject on another card to play matching games
or to use for review. Have students give choral
responses with rhythmic emphasis or clapping
to repeat the subject/verb combinations. Have
students make posters with irregular verbs for
classroom display.

La province de Québec

1_WNLFTE861367_C03gr1.indd 83

Possible
Answers

The French InterActive
Reader provides additional
authentic, content-area
readings at three levels
of difficulty.

4. Bernard

Parlons Some say that you are what you do. Using words from
the box, tell what somebody does or likes to do. Feel free to add
other expressions if you’d like. Then, have your classmate f108se_c03gr1004
use
adjectives to describe the person.

What areadjectives
some common
As a class, brainstorm
that
Students with Learning Disabilities Use
last names in your area?
originpictures.
of your
describe the people shown What
inis the
the
To
these techniques to help students memorize
last name?
4.2
2. est 3. suis 4.verb
est 5. est
6. sont 7.Have
est 8. est students
9. est 10. es create note
help students with adjective agreement, write 1. sommesirregular
forms.
their suggestions in two columns on the board,
cards with the verb form on one card and the
quatre-vingt-deux
3 •card
Comment
ta famille?
one column for masculine82forms
and the other
subject onChapitre
another
to est
play
matching games
for feminine forms. Keep the suggestions on the
or to use for review. Have students give choral
board for students to use as a reference while
responses with rhythmic emphasis or clapping
they write their sentences.
to repeat the subject/verb combinations. Have
students make posters with irregular verbs for
f108se_c03gr1006a
1st
pass
classroom
display.

1. Clara n’est pas paresseuse.
2. Jules n’est pas gros.
3. Nous sommes généreuses.
4. Annick et Laure ne sont pas
pénibles.
5. Tu es sympathique.
6. Nous sommes intelligents.
7. Gilbert est marrant.
8. Vous êtes gentils.

1. Simon a les cheveux blonds. Il est
très créatif.
2. Éléa est grande et mince. Elle est
gentille aussi!
3. Marius a les cheveux courts et
bruns et les yeux noirs. Il est timide.
4. Bernard est brun. Il est intelligent
et sérieux.

1.2

Differentiated Instruction
1_WNLFSE861336_C03gr1.indd 83

Answers

6. Nous / intelligents
2. Jules
/ gros
Have
partners
take turns
using
7. Gilbert / marrant
3. Nous / généreuses
être
and the
new
8. Vous /to
gentils
4. Annick
et Laure
/ adjectives
pénibles
describe three people they know.
OneOnpartner
describes
a
person
est tous différents!
1.2
Écrivons
an artist, down
and she likes
drawing her
while
the Mélodie
other iswrites
what
friends. Write two sentences to describe each of her friends,
he including
or she physical
says. descriptions
Have partners
as well as personality traits.
switch roles. Then, have them
either turn in their written work
or correct it together.

Like avoir, the verb être is an irregular verb. This means that it does
not follow the pattern of other verbs. You will have to memorize
its forms individually.

je suis

Grammaire 1

Grammaire 1

The verb être

tu es

my.hrw.com
Grammaire 1 practice

MODÈLE Activity:
tu / intelligent
→ Tu es intelligent.
Pair
Marie / méchante → Marie n’est pas méchante.
Interpretive
5. Tu / sympathique
1. Clara / paresseuse

The Texas Teacher’s Edition
1.3 suggestions for
Opinions personnelles
includes
Parlons Some say that you are what you do. Using words from
activities
to further
differentiate
the box, tell what somebody
does or likes
to do. Feel free
to add
other expressions if you’d like. Then, have your classmate use
adjectives to describeinstruction
the person.
for advanced, slower
aime
étudierpacedessiner
le chocolat
learners,
and special
les fêtes
n’aime pas
nager
parler
Flash learning needs.
culture
Elle
Frenchest
origin insportive.
Quebec.

Chapitre 3

Online Practice

Objectifs

1. Simon

quatre-vingt-trois

@HomeTutor provides three levels of practice with
immediate feedback and reteaching support. This
student resource includes Grammar Summaries, video
clips, review games, and self-check exercises to reinforce
reading, speaking, listening, and writing skills.

83
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Cahier d’activités includes reading, writing, and
cultural activities for expanded application of
vocabulary and grammar.
1_WNLFTE861367_C03gr1.indd 83
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Cahier de vocabulaire et
grammaire includes interactive,
on-level practice for grammar and
vocabulary with links to advanced
and slower-paced practice.

8
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Robust Teacher Resources
Level 1

From planning through assessment, Texas Bien dit! provides teacher
resources that make your life easier.

Modes of Communication
Interpretive communication: Reading
The student comprehends sentencelength information from culturally
authentic print, digital, audio, and
audiovisual materials as appropriate
within highly contextualized situations
and sources. The student uses the
interpretive mode in communication
with appropriate and applicable
grammatical structures and processes at
the specified proficiency levels.
Presentational communication:
Speaking
The student presents information orally
and in writing using a mixture of words
and phrases and some simple sentences
with appropriate and applicable
grammar structures and processes at the
specified proficiency levels.
Presentational communication: Writing
The student presents information orally
and in writing using a mixture of words
and phrases and some simple sentences
with appropriate and applicable
grammar structures and processes at the
specified proficiency levels.

Online Texas Teacher’s
Edition and Resources
Texas Bien dit! gives you
access to resources and
all of your students’
online work.

Chapitre 3

Activities
Student Edition: Application 2, p. 99,
Act. 39; Lecture et écriture, pp. 102–103,
Acts. A–C

Formative Assessment Tasks
Student Edition: Révisions cumulatives,
p. 108, Act. 2
Assessment Program: Quiz Application 2,
Act. B; Quiz Lecture, Acts. B–C

Cahier d'activités: p. 25, Act. 15;
p. 28, Act. 22

Student Edition: Vocabulaire 1, p. 81,
Act. 5; Application 1, p. 87, Act. 20;
Vocabulaire 2, p. 93, Act. 25

Student Edition:
Révisions cumulatives, p. 109, Act. 6

Summative Assessment Tasks
Assessement Program: Examen, Act. C

Modality Crosswalks provide
specific correlations between the
ACTFL modes of communication
and Texas Bien dit! content.

Integrated Performance Assessments:
Interpretive Reading Task

Assessement Program: Portfolio
Suggestions, Oral Activity

DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info”
CorrectionKey=NL-A;TX-A

Teacher's Edition: Teacher to Teacher,
p. 79; Communication, p. 85;
Communication, p. 87;
Communication, p. 99
Student Edition: Grammaire 1, p. 83,
Act. 9; Grammaire 1, p. 85, Act. 14;
Application 1, p. 87, Act. 19; Vocabulaire
2, p. 93, Act. 24; Grammaire 2, p. 95,
Act. 29

Student Edition: Révisions cumulatives,
p. 109, Act. 5
Teacher's Edition: p. 75C, "Mon album
de famille" Project; p. 75C, Partner Class
Project

Cahier d'activités: p. 21, Act. 3; p. 28,
Act. 23; Si tu étais… , pp. 106–107,
Act. 1–2

Assessment Program: Quiz: Application
1, Act. C; Quiz: Application 2, Act. C;
Quiz: Écriture, Act. A

Teacher’s Name _________________________________ Class ________________ Date __________________

La province de Québec

CHAPITRES

3–4

DAY 1 50-MINUTE LESSON PLAN

TEKS

Géoculture

• 2D identify cultural practices from authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual materials.

Assessement Program: Examen, Acts. H,
K, L; Portfolio Suggestions, Written
Activity; Picture Sequences; Performance
Assessment, Vocabulaire 1/Grammaire 1,
Written Assessment
Integrated Performance Assessment:
Presentational Writing Task

MODES OF COMMUNICATION

INTERPRETIVE

INTERPERSONAL

PRESENTATIONAL

Listen to a girl describing her
friends.

Interview classmates about
their families.

Act out a conversation with a
new neighbor.

Read a description of a
cartoon character on a
website.

Write an email to a pen pal
about a favorite television
character.

Create a poster describing
your family.

6

CORE INSTRUCTION
Warm-Up

• (3 min.) Have students locate Canada and Quebec on a map.

Géoculture

• (5 min.) Compare the division of Canada into 13 provinces and territories with the U.S. system of 50 states.
• (10 min.) Go over the photos and captions on pp. 72–73 with students.
• (5 min.) Do Map Activities, p. 72.
• (10 min.) Discuss Background Information, p. 72.
• (2 min.) Complete Géo-quiz, p. 73.
• (3 min.) Show the Géoculture video, DVD Tutor (Disc 1).
• (10 min.) Have students answer Questions, p. 73.

Wrap-Up

• (2 min.) Go over the answers to Questions, p. 73, as a class.

OPTIONAL RESOURCES

• (10 min.) Thinking Critically, p. 71B
• (15 min.) Map Game, p. 71B
• (2 min.) Cultures, p. 73
• (5 min.) Connections, p. 73
• (2 min.) Savais-tu que…? (TE), p. 73

Texas Lesson Plans
include TEKS Objectives
and plenty of optional
resources to support
instruction.

Modes of
Communication
are integrated
throughout each
lesson.

PRACTICE OPTIONS

• Media Guide, pp. 61–62
• Projectables Transparencies: Map 5
• Independent Study Guide, p. 7
• @HomeTutor or DVD Tutor (Disc 1)
• Online Practice, Chapter 3 (my.hrw.com)

Nom __________________________________ Classe _____________ Date ___________________

Comment est ta famille?

CHAPITRE

3

ACTIVITY MASTER

Tasks Overview
In this chapter’s performance assessment, you will explore and describe families.
Interpretive Reading: First, you will read a blog written by a French-speaking teen.
Interpersonal Communication: Then, you will interview some of your classmates about
their own families.
Presentational Writing: Based on what you learned during the interviews, you will
write an article about your classmates’ families.

Task 1: Interpretive Reading
Read this blog about a family from a French-speaking schools’ website. Then answer the
following questions in English, unless otherwise indicated.

Performance Space is a virtual environment
in which students and teachers can access all
student work and teachers can leave spoken
or written feedback.
= Advanced Learners

= Slower Pace Learners

Holt French 1

37

= Special Learning Needs

Lesson Planner

Integrated Performance
Assessments allow
students to demonstrate
proficiency in French.

Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. All rights reserved.

Bien dit! Integrated Performance Assessments

21

Level 1

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Texas Bien dit! is available
in Common Cartridge®.

10

Pre-AP® Digital Resources prepare
students for the AP® French Language
and Culture Exam. Resources include
readings, audio, printable worksheets,
teaching suggestions, and more.
(Level 3)

Assessment Program provides chapter tests,
quizzes, speaking tests, and cumulative exams
in PDF and editable formats. Includes audio.
ExamView® assessment suites provide
pre-made or customizable tests with three
levels of questions.
La terrasse Dufferin et le château Frontenac, à Québec

TEXAS BIEN DIT! O V E R V I E W © 2 0 1 8
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TEXAS

®

1. Upon Login:
Find Your Course
2. Select Go to
Online Textbook

Sign up for an evaluation account now.
learn.hmhco.com/SuccessTX

1. Select Sample Now
2. Enter sample word: TXWL18
3. Complete the form
4. Write down Username and Password
5. Bookmark the login page for easy return
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